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The new AEL Core Laboratory supports a very large volume of clinical chemistry testing and is an excellent clinical pathology rotation site.
AEL provides convenient on-site workspace for the residents.
The BMH Frozen Section Processing Area provides exceptional hospital based surgical pathology training.
BMH sign-out with attendings is an important training activity
(Tom Callihan, MD, Hematopathologist)
LeBonheur is a core training site for anatomic and clinical pediatric pathology and has a newly expanded campus.
The LeBonheur Autopsy Suite is a primary rotation area for essential autopsy experience.
Methodist Healthcare and UTHSC have a strong relationship and serve patient care needs at The Methodist University Hospital.
MUH provides a strong rotation area for surgical pathology including Tissue Grossing
The MUH Tissue Processing Area indicates the large volume of tissue available for training.
Regional One Health offers a number of unique patient care areas including the Elvis Presley Trauma Center, the Firefighters Burn Center, and high risk Newborn and Obstetric centers.
Our residents have a very unique opportunity to rotate at the internationally recognized St Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
The SJCRH Campus is conveniently located in close proximity to UTHSC and downtown.
Sign-out with SJCRH pathologists provides a unique opportunity to see unusual cases of pediatric cancers and other catastrophic childhood diseases.

(Jesse Jenkins, MD, Anatomic Pathologist)
SJCRH also provides “cutting edge” training in Molecular Pathology.
The VAMC experience is a cornerstone for resident training in surgical pathology.
(Ilya Stone, MD, Surgical Pathology)
Sign-out with staff pathologists is a daily activity
(Nadeem Zafar, MD, AP/CP, Hematopathology, and Cytology)
The VAMC experience is also a cornerstone for resident training in clinical pathology (Eugene Perlman, MD, Surgical Pathology and Laboratory Medicine)
The West Tennessee Regional Forensic Center offers strong training in Forensic Pathology.
As for other sites, dedicated resident workplace is available.